We propose to study the "convolution algebra" W generated by the generalized Riesz-Hilbert-operators
(1) S n = -id/dykn, Sa,j = -id/dXjAd, S n ,j = -id/dXjA n , j = 1, ' ' * , » and later on also will adjoin certain multiplications by continuous functions, to obtain an algebra §ï of singular integral operators on the half-space R n^\ Both C*-algebras W and 2Ï have noncompact commutators, but each is commutative modulo a certain larger ideal {& and ( §, respectively). We therefore obtain a first symbol function <TA for AÇE& (or 21) which is a continuous complex-valued function over the maximal ideal space of W/& (or 31/®). If a A does not vanish, we can invert the operator mod & (or ©), or reduce the singular integral equation A n u =ƒ to an equation (1 +E)u=g with EÇE& (or @). Now, we find that the ideals & and (5 are isomorphic to topological tensor products of the form 6(ï)) ® ©*, (g = E(^) & ©, with respect to a suitable direct decomposition § = % ® ï,
where (£( §) denotes the compact ideal of f), while ©# and © are certain algebras of singular integral operators over the boundary R n+l . Therefore to each operator ££( §# (or @) there can be associated an operator valued symbol 7\»(m)(E(5(f)) such that 1+E is Fredholm if and only if l+r#(w) is regular for all m. The construction of a Fredholm inverse for 4 £21 will therefore depend on two symbols: first we invert the operator modulo (£, if the complex-valued symbol a A does not vanish; then we invert an operator 1+E mod £, which depends on another, operator-valued symbol. The result of Theorem 4 may be expressed by saying that all operators of S are "compact, except over the boundary of R n+1 ."
We have Z7(g[/*==©®&0&) with the algebra © as in [5, appendix] .
This completely clarifies the structure of the ideal d and assertions (d) and (e) of Theorem 2 become evident, in view of [5] and [l ] .
While the proof of assertions (a) and (b) is a verification only, one may employ techniques as in [5] to obtain the precise extent of the space 9TC.
We notice that the operators of our algebra 2Ï are similar to those considered by Vishik and Eskin [7] , for instance.
